INSTALLATION AND OWNER’S MANUAL
Burlwood and Carbon Fiber Gage Panel, Models Z8671 and Z8672
Burlwood and Carbon Fiber Radio Panel, Models Z8771 and Z8772
For use with R1200CL

PARTS LIST
Description
Z8671 or Z8672 contain a 1 piece gage panel kit.
Alcohol Wipe

Qty.
1Pc.
1

Z8771 or Z8772 contain a 2 piece radio panel kit.
Alcohol Wipe

2Pc.
1

Hand Held Hair Dryer, 1500 Watt
Paper Towels
Soft Cloth
Tweezers

PREPARATION
1. Thoroughly clean the motorcycle’s surface around the gauges and warning lights or radio panel.
First wash the area, as you would normally clean the motorcycle.
NOTE: Cleaning is critical. Be sure to remove all wax, cleaners, and protectants (Armor-All). These
can contaminate the adhesive causing it to fail.
2. After drying with the paper towels, clean again with the alcohol wipes. Do not apply wax or polish to the area cleaned.
INSTALLATION
1. Test fit the cover pieces on the gauge panel or radio to verify their location. Do this before removing any adhesive mask.
CAUTION
-Do not use heat guns or open flame to warm the pieces or the motorcycle, they produce too much
heat and may create a fire hazard.
-Warming temperature is critical for the best performance and adhesion. Installing a warm piece
onto a cold surface is not recommended.
2. Warm the motorcycles gage panel or radio panel surface to about 100° F (37° C) (hair dryer).
3. Warm the kit piece to 100° F (37° C) (hair dryer).
4. When everything is warm, carefully remove the masking from the adhesive side of the gage or
radio panel cover. (If installing a radio panel, do one piece at a time) (tweezers).
5. Position the piece in place so it fits around the gauges or radio.
6. If it is necessary to reposition any piece, warm the piece and slowly peel it from the surface. Be
careful not to stretch or over bend the piece.
7. Once the pieces are correctly positioned, firmly, but carefully, press the pieces onto the warm
surface.
8. Once properly positioned, and still warm, carefully use the soft cloth to press the piece onto the
gage area or radio area until it is completely adhered.
9. After 24 hours, the adhesive on the kit will have set completely and it will be permanently
installed.

GAUGE PANEL
COVER
Z8671 or Z8672

RADIO PANEL
COVER
Z8771 or Z8772

MAINTENANCE
Clean and polish the dash panel pieces with Turtle Wax® vinyl fabric upholstery cleaner and protector. Spray wax or cleaner on cloth and wipe the carbon fiber covers. Never apply waxes or cleaners
directly to the carbon fiber or burlwood covers.
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